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JAZOON'13: Java User Group Switzerland Partner for Developer 

Conference 

Community Focus Reinforced; Call for Papers Launched; Early Bird 

Registration Open 

 

Zurich, 20 June 2013 – This year the developer community is getting together on 22–

23 October at JAZOON'13. The partnership with the Java User Group Switzerland 

confirms the motto "Developers for Developers." JUG Switzerland will help shape the 

program as partner. The call for papers was launched recently and early bird 

registration at reduced prices is possible until 31 July 2013. 

JAZOON'13 – International Conference for the Software Community – will be the meeting 

point for the international software development community in October 2013. This time, the 

Java User Group Switzerland will contribute to the conference as partner. This collaboration 

with the Java developer community confirms the new orientation of the conference 

expressed by the motto "Developers for Developers." 

 

Call for Papers – Early Bird Registration 

The deadline for submitting papers (call for papers) is 30 June 2013. Software engineers, 

Java experts, and open-source experts from around the world can submit proposals for talks 

they would like to present at http://jazoon.com. Those wishing to attend the JAZOON 

conference can purchase their tickets now on the new JAZOON website at discount prices. 

Early bird prices are available until 31 July 2013.  

According to JAZOON spokesman Ulrich Schwar, JAZOON'13 is on the right track: "The 

partnership with Java User Group Switzerland confirms that the new orientation of the 

conference strikes a strong chord with the developer community. Interest in the conference is 

steadily growing and we have recruited additional partners. Along with Netcetera, AdNovum 

is now a JAZOON supporter." The website http://jazoon.com has been redesigned to reflect 

the new orientation. 
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About Jazoon 

Jazoon is the international conference for software technology and methods in Zurich. It is aimed at 

software developers, software architects, IT decision-makers, and advisers from around the world. 

The seventh edition of the conference will be held in Zurich on 22–23 October 2013. Jazoon promotes 

personal contact beyond technical, geographical, and cultural borders. http://jazoon.com 
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